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We want to extend a huge thank you to all of you for your time, patience,
engagement, and commitment to making Downtown St. Catharines the best
place to be.
Weekends in the Heart of the City Update
Upcoming changes to our Weekend Pedestrian Zones will be as follows:
Fridays 4pm - 11pm
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These changes will take effect on Friday, July 16, and will run until Sunday,
September 26
REMINDER - CARS PARKED ON ROAD CLOSURES WILL BE TOWED,
PLEASE REMIND YOUR CUSTOMERS

We are actively recruiting for vendors Downtown and for vendors for our local
businesses that are running their own initiatives to create Vendor Markets in
front of their locations.
Do you know of someone who may have a product, service, or activity
they could bring to our open streets? Please share our VENDOR
APPLICATION with them!
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Are you a business that would like to host your own Vendor Market in
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front of your location and need help recruiting vendors? Let us know and
we will add your initiative to our VENDORS APPLICATION PAGE
Tips for businesses looking to bring in vendors:
You can utilize the space in front of your business including the road
during our designated open street times
You are protected by our insurance
Be sure to only take up ONE lane, and be prepared to move your set up
should a Firetruck need to get by
Let us know about your pop-up by entering it into the activations calendar,
we would love to include you in our schedules and marketing!
Help spread the word to vendors by sharing our premade social posts
located in the resource folder. You will also find other images/videos you
are free to use.
If you have questions please let us know

Contact us

VENDOR APPLICATIONS PAGE

Vendor Application

ACTIVATIONS CALENDAR

Please save the below link as we will be continuing to add assets
Resource Folder
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LIVE MUSIC & ACTIVATIONS
We are working to bring music, performances and acts to our streets to help
liven up the atmosphere! We welcome you to also bring such initiatives.
Please be sure to fill out any activations on the calendar. This allows for us to:
Make sure we plan our staged performances around potential competing
activations
Include you in our schedules and marketing

Activations Calendar

COVID PROTOCOLS
For Step 2 there should be a 3 metre distance or barrier from the audience for
all live entertainment and no dancing is allowed
Click below to request more masks
Email for masks
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Wednesday, August 11, Pathstone Foundation’s “Market Square Summer
Social” (MSSS) will be a celebration of LIVE and LOCAL foods and flavours in
support of Pathstone Mental Health, Niagara’s primary provider of children’s
mental health services in Niagara.
The DTA is a presenting sponsor of Market Square Summer Social, in support
of Pathstone Foundation.
As a presenting sponsor, you as a DTA member are being given an
exclusive opportunity to promote your business to a captive audience
in the event swag bag. (approx. 350 guests)
Their overall goal is to promote local businesses and support local charities.
Pathstone is the primary provider of mental health services to children
& youth across Niagara. There is no cost to receive mental health
counseling and therapy.
If you are interested in adding a piece to the MSSS swag bag please click the
link below to email Pathstone (Deadline July 30)

MORE INFORMATION ON SWAG BAG
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EMAIL PATHSTONE
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